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ABSTRACT

The results of a cross—language

study of the perception of a set of

synthetic steady—state vocalic stimuli
using mimicking and identification
methods are reported. The subjects
were native speakers of Russian,French
and Georgian. The results show the in—
fluence of the vocalic system of the
mother tongue on vowel perception. A
close correlate to the given stimulus
occuring in the native vowel system
unuces significant changes in mimick—

fl% and identification re5p0nses. This
influence may be manifest even in
cases where this correlate is a con—
text-bound allophone. A superficial

aQuaintance with the vocalic system of

a second language changes the identi-
fication results,which has implications
for th a a _
Oeptua dgtgysis of experimen a1 per

INTRODUCTION

hm Present paper attempts to establish,
to what extent vowel perception of dif—
gerent language speakers is determined

3 the vowel system of their mother

tOngue‘, and to what extent — by the uni—
versal Perceptual abilities of human
listeners. '
A number of researchers have maintained

that Speakers of different languages are
able to identify more vowels than the
gumber 0f vowel phonemes in the language

hey are speaking. However, neither a fi—
nite inventory of such perceptual vowel

unite, nor their relation to linguistic

Phonemes has as yet been established for
any language.

0 Possible solutions have been sug—

gested for native speakers of Russian:
1 this set of internal vowel representa—

algns mi8ht correspond to context—bound

mi°Ph°neS in Russian vowels /3,2/; 2) it
Eht conform to cardinal vowels /I/. But

beSe solutions are not fully supported

fy the actual experimental data in dif—

Brent Perceptual tests.
cacombination of mimicking and identifi-

' tion was used. There is evidence to

believe that the transformations of the

initial signal in mimicking and identifi-

cation coincide up to the phonetic fea—

ture leve1.In mimicking, transformation

of the phonetic representation into motor

commands then takes place. Identification

requires the phonetic labelling step. Mi-

micking does not seem to imply a necessa—

ry phonemic classification, and when it

is difficult, no decision in terms of pho—

nological categories is made. The compa-

rison of mimicking and identification re-

sults makes it possible to isolate motor

and labelling factors.

It is important to realize that in ana-

lysing mimicking data purely in terms of

F1 and F2 values we lose a great deal of

information about the phonetic quality of

vowel responses.

PROCEDURE

Three groups of IO male adult subjects,

native speakers of Russian, French and

Georgian, took part in the experiments. A

set of 8 synthetic steady—state vocalic

stimuli with Fo increasing from 100 Hz to

I25 Hz was used (phonetic symbols with a

letter "s" are assigned to each stimulus).

Formant frequencies of synthetic

vocalio stimuli

Stimuli F1 r2 F3 F4
LS 260 2760 2930 3500
9k 240 1880 2660 3500
¢k 350 1560 2200 3250
3% 840 1710 2200 3250
u; 240 660 2420 3250
93* 290 600 2420 3250
95 570 800 2420 3250
as 760 1060 3220 4000

The stimuli were recorded in random order

at 5 ms interval, each stimulus was re-

peated 5 times.

There are eleven oral vowels in French:

/(,,€,£,<1,y., 95168: w,0,o,a. /; Six

in Russian /0, e,b7, u, 0,(L /; five in

Georgian: /12, e, a, w,o/. The Russian

and the Georgian vowel systems are con—

siderably poorer than the French one. On

fiascloser quality,g§-more open quality.
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the other hand, large allophonic varia-,

tions occur in Russian, unlike French and

Georgian. Vowels differ in quality accord—

ing to stress position and to the phonolo—

gical alatalization of adjacent conso—

nants i—glides and an advanced vowel ar—

ticulation).. . .
The stimuli 43, as, “3 have correlates in

all three languages; 59 and ¢3 — front

labial vowels — occur only in French. The

stimuli an, 9;, 93 have no close corre—

lates in any of the three languages. How—

ever, agris phonetically nearer to the

French /a/ and /é/,~35- to /0/, 93- to
/o/, than to Russian or Georgian vowels.

MIMICKING TEST

All the subjects were instructed to re—

peat as closely as possible the stimuli

that they thought to be natural. Each

subject went through the mimicking test

twice and gave IO responses to each sti—

mulus, which were recorded onto tape.
Before mimicking, subjects pronounced

vowels in their own language.

The F1 and F2 values of the response

vowels were measured from spectrograms
and plotted as dots on the FI/F2 plane.
The accumulations of such dots formed the

response areas for each stimulus by each
group (see Fig.1 a,b,o).
All the vowel responses were classified
using phonetic symbols and signs_for
finer phonetic details by a trained pho—
netician (see Table I for the results).
The response areas to different vocalic
stimuli partly overlap, less inthecaseof
French s eakers and most of all in the
case_of eorgian speakers. ,
All the Subjects responded to L3, as, as
stimuli with their own corresponding
vowels.
Only French subjects were successful in
mimicking 9k and ¢s. Russian subjects
showed much poorer results and those of
Georgian subjects were On the whole in—
adequate.

French and Russian subjects gave similar
responses to 3%; the Georgians responded
by an [(Z/, often pharyngalized.
Russian and Georgian subjects tended to
substitute their own vowels for gg‘and Q;
stimuli. French sub ects' responses were
sometimes phonetica 1y rather close tog;
and 93. ,
Thus, mimicking results were strongly de-
termined by the lin uistic experience of
the subjects: mimic ing is more accurate
when the stimulus has a correlate in the
vocalic system of the mother tongue. It
was therefore to be expected that the
mimicking of French subjects would be
most accurate.
But a vowel without correlates in the
subjects' native language can also be
accurately responded to. The better mi-
micking results of Russian subjects in
comparison with Georgian ones seem to be
due to the advanced articulation of the
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Fig.1 a,b,c. Mimicking res on
the FI/F2 plane of French a),
(b) and Georgian (c) subjects
symbols.ap, up etc. show the
of French vowels, an , Lg etc
and ac,¢e — Georgian vowels

of 20 measurements, mini and
F2 values are also shown).
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dependence of such allophones is rein-

flmced by the existence of special let-

wrs for them in the Russian alphabet.
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Table I. Mimicking responses to s

)Wels by groups of French /I/, Russ
and Georgian /3/ speakers.

ynthetio
ian
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Russian, and only rarely Georgian
speakers responded to 515 and ¢ with the
unrounded vowels: a central /hyfor a re—
tracted [1/, realizing the same low va-
lues of F2 owing to vowel retraction and

not to vowel rounding.

IDENTIFICATION TEST

The same subjects after a delay of se-
veral days were instructed to provide a

possibly exact graphical repreSentation

of the same set of stimuli as in the mi—

micking test. See the results of the
classification of the diverse responses

in Table 2.
Identification and mimicking responses

to each stimulus by the three groups of

subjects have much in common: the est,

results in the three groups were for by ,

as, “g vowels; the most adequate res—«

ponses were from French subgects; there

were better responses from ussian than

from Georgian subjects to 9:, ¢s,£€g sti—

muli etc. It should be specially noted,

that a Russian subject identified'&%ras

/?1/ - after a palatalized consonant,
while a Georgian one — as /fi/, that is,
he perceived pharyngalization and consi—

dered it to be the most prominent feature

A supplementary test was conceived to

verify our assumption that even a super—

ficial aquaintanoe with the vocalic sys—

tem of a second language may influence

the perception of vowels that do not

occur in the mother tongue as context-

free allophones. The identification of

the same set of vocalic stimuli was tes-

ted with a group of native speakers of

Georgian, all — first year students in

physics at Tbilisi University. Of-the

total of 38 subjects - I6 had studied

English as a foreign language at school

and 22 - French and German. It was found

that those who had studied English did

not respond to 9% with rounded vowels at

all and gave almost no responses to ¢g

with a front rounded vowel. Those who had

studied French and German identified 9w

as a rounded vowel and ¢y - as a front

rounded vowel in 1/3 of their reSponses.

Thus the results of mimicking and of

identification of vocalic stimuli proved

to be similar, but mimicking was still

more accurate: the subjects responded

with similar vowel types in both tests.

In general, this is also true for each

individual subject. Sometimes, however,

subjects answered with different vowels

from test to test: for example, mimicking

responses to 95 as /a/ and identification

reSponses as /J/ of a French subject.

If mimicking responses were influenced by

individual articulation skill, the iden—

tifioation responses even in a free-

choice experimental situation were to a

great extent determined by the subjects'

resourcefulness in choosing an appro-

priate symbol. (For example, a Georgian

identified yr as "fi" - the consonant
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Table 2. Identification responses to syn—
thetic vowels by groups of French (top
figure for each classification unit),
Russian (middle figure) and Georgian
(bottom figure) speakers-

seemingly carried the feature of "lip
articulation", i.e. "rounded").

CONCLOSION

The results reported above suggest the
influence of the vocalio system of the
mother tongue on vowel perception. The
set of synthetic vowels was most compa—
tible with the linguistic experience of
the French subjects, and they had the
best results in identification.
But this influence is more complex than
the presence of a close corresponding
vowel to the stimulus in the vocalio
system. We may assume a certain role of
acoustical properties of the native
vowels involved as references in the
perceptual process.
Furthermore, we may Speculate that not
only the phonetic properties of the
context—free allophones, but also of the
most perceptually distinct context—bound
allophones of the native vowels exert a

certain influence on vowel perception.
The better results in mimicking and
identification of 3;, fig 695' 301119"ed
by native speakers of Russian than by the
Georgians seem to be due to the actual
advancement of the Russian / 11/ , 0 ,‘L
allophones adjacent to palatalized con—
sonants.
On the contrary, large allophonic
variations do not occur in the Georgian
language and Georgian subjects tend to
give more "categorical" responses. .
The obtained results cannot be explained
only by the influence of the phonolog1cal
system of the mother tongue, but also re-
flect the universal perceptual abilities
of different language users.
And finally, it is suggested that even 3
superficial aquaintance with the vow; 1:
system of a second language has an efiec

on vowel perception which should be borne

in mind when interpreting the results Of
perceptual experiments.
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